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Introduction 

Customers often pay invoices using one or more credit cards. It is common practice to preauthorize the 

credit card amount at the time of the order and then process the actual charge when the order is 

shipped and invoiced. Both of these processes, when done manually, are time-consuming. The credit 

card processing feature in Microsoft Dynamics® AX automates this process. 

Credit Card Processing Feature Concepts 

The feature is designed to support credit card processors that can accept approval requests from 

Microsoft Dynamics AX and return the results back to Microsoft Dynamics AX. Two types of approval 

requests are supported: 1) preauthorization, in which the invoice amount is set aside by the credit card 

processor against the cardholder’s credit limit and 2) authorization, in which the invoice amount is 

actually charged to the card holder. Figure 1 illustrates the processes that can be followed when you 

use this feature: 

 

Figure 1: Credit card processing feature concepts 

*Note that in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, the term credit card processor has changed to payment 

service. 
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Setup 

The credit card processing feature is controlled by a General ledger configuration key called Credit 

card. This configuration key is shipped as active with the default installation. 

Additional security is provided by a security key called Credit card, as shown in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: Credit card user permissions 

The Setup security key provides access to the Credit card processor form, where you can set up the 

connections to one of the credit card processors. The Inquiries key allows users to add credit cards for a 

customer, select credit cards in forms, and process credit card transactions. If a user does not have this 

security, that user will not be able to view or use any credit card features. 

The feature requires additional setup steps to be complete using the following forms to configure the 

process shown in Figure 1: 

 Credit card processors 

 Terms of payment 

 Customers 
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Credit card processors 

All of the setup information that is entered into the list of forms above is activated or inactivated by the 

settings in the Credit card processors form. The form allows you to activate a credit card processor by 

providing logon information and additional setup parameters. Credit cards will not be processed unless 

one of the credit card processors is set to Active. 

 

Figure 3: Credit card processors form 

Two credit card processors are supported by the credit card processing feature: Payment Services for 

Microsoft Dynamics® ERP and Authorize.Net. Each processor has unique requirements for setup and 

management of the service, which requires that a separate setup tab is provided. Only one credit card 

processor can be active at one time.  

Note: The features shown here are were added in Microsoft Dynamics AX2009 as a hotfix, based on 

the Rollup 5 for Microsoft Dynamics AX release. If you are using a version of Microsoft Dynamics 

AX2009 that does not include Rollup 5, you must still open the Credit card processor form to load 

default information and update the credit card settings. See Set Up Cards to learn more about 

information added in the hotfix. Search CustomerSource for KB979304 to find the hotfix. You must 

install both hotfix layers, KB979304_SYP and KB979304_HFX, to be able to process credit card 

transactions. 
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Payment Services for Microsoft Dynamics ERP (PSMD) 

You can use the Payment Services for Microsoft Dynamics ERP tab in the Credit card processors 

form to enter information that is required to connect to the PSMD service.  

 

 

Figure 4: Payment Services for Microsoft Dynamics ERP tab 

PSMD requires that a Windows Live ID be used to communicate with it. You enter the Windows Live ID 

and password in this form before you sign up for the service. The Windows Live ID does not need to 

exist at this time. You can create it during the setup process. 

Click the Sign up now button to open the PSMD sign up page, where you can purchase the service. The 

Manage Account button opens a PSMD administrative page, where you can manage your PSMD 

account. 

The Service ID is your PSMD account number. 
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PSMD also has a test mode that allows you to test transactions before you go live. When you clear the 

check box, live transactions will be processed by PSMD. 

Address verification 

You can use address verification as a criteria for accepting a credit card. Address information is always 

sent to PSMD. However, if you select the Address verification check box, a transaction can be 

automatically voided if the address is incorrect.  

PSMD replies to the address verification request with a result that indicates how accurate the address is. 

The value in the Address verification status required to accept the transaction will determine what 

action is taken. Microsoft Dynamics AX compares the result of the verification with the setting that you 

select. If the result is equal to or greater than the value selected, then the transaction is accepted. If you 

select the Void transaction when no results are available check box, the credit card transaction will be 

voided when the result shows that address verification was not available. 

Card verification value 

You can require that the card verification value (CVV) to be entered and verified by PSMD. When the 

Prompt for card validation value check box is selected, you will be prompted for a CVV when you 

process a preauthorization. 

 

The CVV will be sent to PSMD. If the CVV is not correct, the transaction will be declined.  

You can also specify that a blank CVV value can be sent when you select the Allow blank card 

verification value check box. A blank CVV means that no CVV verification will be done when you do 

not fill in the CVV on the form.  

Demo data 

The sign up process for PSMD requires a unique service ID. This service ID is created automatically 

when you open the credit card processors form. However, if you are using demo data, there is already 

a service ID in the table that you would use to sign up. If you try to sign up with that service ID, the 

process will fail because the service ID will have already been used. 
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If you have an existing service ID, enter the service ID in the Service ID field in the PSMD. To create a 

new service ID, you should complete the following steps to help ensure that you will have a successful 

signup experience with PSMD: 

1. Close Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009. 

2. Launch Internet Explorer and go to: https://login.live.com. 
3. If you are signed into Windows Live, click the Sign Out link in the upper right-hand pane. 

4. Run the following SQL command in the SQL Server Management Studio to reset the GUID 

value: 

 

USE DynamicsAx1 (or the name or your Microsoft Dynamics AX 

2009 database) 

GO 
 

UPDATE [CREDITCARDMICROSOFTSETUP] 

   SET [SERVICEID] = NEWID() 
 

5. Restart the AX2009 Object Service 

6. Start Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 and perform the online PSMD sign-up process. 
 

Once you use this service ID to sign up, you can use the service ID and your Windows Live ID in all 

instances of your Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 demo data to demonstrate the Microsoft Dynamics AX 

2009 interface with Payment Services for Microsoft Dynamics ERP.  

 

https://login.live.com/
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Authorize.Net 

The Authorize.Net (ADN) tab allows you to enter the information required to connect to the ADN 

service.  

 

Figure 5: Authorize.Net setup tab 

Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 uses the AIM method of integration with ADN. ADN requires a login ID 

and transaction key (similar to a password) to communicate with it. The login ID and transaction key 

are not the same as the login ID and password that you use to access your ADN administrative account. 

You must sign up with Authorize.Net on http://www.authorize.net and then obtain these values 

through their administrative site. You will find the values in the security settings section that is named 

API Login ID and Transaction Key. 

ADN has a test mode that allows you to test transactions. The test mode is initiated by specifying Test 

Mode on the ADN administrative site. The test returns the same results as a live transaction, but the 

transactions are not processed.  

To turn on either the test transaction mode or the live transaction mode, change the URL to 

https://secure.authorize.net/gateway/transact.dll.  

Note: The implementation of Authorize.Net in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 does not support address 

authorization and card verification values. 
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Set Up Cards 

Microsoft Dynamics AX supports four credit card types: VISA, Master Card, American Express, and 

Discover. Each of these card types has additional settings that control the credit card process. You can 

change these settings by using the Set up cards button on the Credit card processors form. 

Credit card transactions are automatically posted to a cash journal when the transaction is complete. 

However, a typical company may have different merchant accounts at the credit card processor. To 

support this scenario, individual payment journals can be specified in this form for each type of credit 

card. In addition, credit card payments are credited to a merchant account and are not received as cash 

immediately, so a credit cards receivable account should be used for the journal. After the cash is 

received from the merchant, it can be reconciled against this account and posted to a cash account. 

 

To ensure that only valid currencies are used in sales order transactions, you must enter a list of 

currencies that are supported by the credit card processors that you have selected. The USD currency is 

provided as the default currency. You can add additional currencies for PSMD. Only USD is allowed for 

Authorize.Net.  

Microsoft Dynamics AX supports the transmission of Level 2 and Level 3 information through PSMD. 

The default value for each card is Level 1, which represents basic information that is provided by 

Microsoft Dynamics AX to PSMD (transaction date, transaction amount, and description).  

You can change the data support level to Level 2 or Level 3 to increase the amount of information that 

is sent to PSMD. You can also override the data support setting for each card at the currency level to 

match the capabilities of the processors that you have selected. See Appendix A for a list of the values 

that are sent when Level 2 or Level 3 is selected. 
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Terms of Payment 

The Terms of payment form has been modified to identify the terms of payment that will initiate credit 

card transactions.  

 

Figure 6: Terms of payment form 
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A payment type was added called Credit card. Backward compatibility with earlier versions of Microsoft 

Dynamics AX is maintained by using a blank payment type. This type does not use credit card 

functionality when it is selected for a term of payment. By default, all terms of payment are assigned to 

a blank payment type during the upgrade process.  

 

Figure 7: Terms of payment payment type 
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A credit limit check called Credit check was added to allow you to bypass credit limits when using a 

credit card. If a customer has exceeded their credit limit and you require the customer to pay by cash 

or credit card, this field allows you to bypass the credit check when the Bypass credit check value is 

selected. The Bypass credit check value will be used only when the payment type is Credit card. The 

value Normal indicates that normal credit checks will be made when this term of payment is used. To 

maintain backward compatibility with prior versions, the Normal value is assigned during the upgrade 

by default.  

 

Figure 8: Terms of payment credit check settings 
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Customers 

Credit card information can be added to a customer account at any time before or during the sales 

order process. To maintain security, all credit cards must be entered through a credit card wizard. You 

can access the wizard using the Setup > Credit card button in the Customer form or Sales order form. 

 

Figure 9: Setting up credit cards from the customer form 
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When you click Setup > Credit card, the Customer credit cards form displays the existing credit cards 

for the customer. You can add new credit cards or edit existing credit cards with this form. However, 

the form does not allow edits directly to the form. All changes must be made through the credit card 

wizard to increase the level of security provided by the application. 

 

Figure 10: Customer credit cards form 
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The Credit card wizard is a series of six forms that request card holder information and the credit card 

number. Once you have completed the wizard, the credit card will appear in the Customer credit card 

form and be available for use in a sales order. 

 

Figure 11: Credit card wizard 
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Customer settings for address verification and card verification values 

By default, Microsoft Dynamics AX uses the settings that are on the Credit card processor form to 

manage for address verification and card validation values. You can override those settings using the 

Payment tab on the customer form. When credit cards are processed, Microsoft Dynamics AX will use 

the customer settings if they are different than the default settings.  
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Credit Card Parameters 

A Credit card tab has been added to the Accounts receivable parameters form so you can add default 

settings that will be used during credit card processing. 

  

Figure 12: Accounts receivable credit card parameters 

The Credit card preauthorization check box determines whether or not the credit card will be 

preauthorized when you process the order. If this check box is cleared, the credit card will not be 

validated until it is invoiced. 

The Credit card note is the default text that will be provided to the credit card processor for use on the 

customer’s credit card statement. This text will be overridden by any text that is entered as a credit 

note when you create a credit card using the credit card wizard. 

The estimated freight charge settings determine the amount of the additional charge that will be 

added to the credit card preauthorization. In many cases, we do not know the actual freight charges 

that will be calculated when an order is invoiced, so the estimate ensures that the credit card is 

preauthorized for a sufficient amount to cover the freight. You can change the type to Percent and a 

percentage of the order amount before tax up to the maximum amount will be added to the 

preauthorization. Change the type to Fixed and the Value setting will be used as a fixed amount that 

will be added to the preauthorization. 

The Credit card payment posting group defines the default settings that will be used when the 

payment journal is posted after a credit card is accepted. These settings can be overridden in the 

price/discount tab on the sales order payment by selecting different methods of payment. 
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The data support setting identifies which dimension will be transmitted as the cost center when using 

Level 2 or Level 3 data support. 

Sales Order Setup 

With this feature, credit cards can be used on sales orders to pay for the order when the invoice is 

posted. Credit cards are selected in the Price/Discount tab of the sales order. 

 

Figure 13: Selecting a credit card on the sales order 

To use a credit card, you must assign a payment type that has been assigned the Credit card option 

during setup. Once this payment type is selected, the Credit card number field becomes active and you 

can select a credit card from the Credit card number lookup. Only one card can be selected for an 

order and cash discounts will not be applied to the order.  
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If a credit card does not exist for the customer, you can click the Setup button to select Credit Card 

Wizard. The credit card wizard is the same wizard discussed previously in the Customers section. Once 

you have used the wizard to create a credit card, the card number is automatically added to the order. 

 

Figure 14: Selecting the credit card wizard on the sales order form 

Payment Services for Microsoft Dynamics ERP  

If you have selected a currency, a method of payment, or a credit card payment posting setting in the 

Accounts receivable parameters form that results in a currency that is not represented in the Setup 

cards form, you will not be able to process the credit card with either of the two credit card processors. 

Processing a preauthorization 

If the Credit card preauthorization check box is selected in the Accounts receivable parameters form,  

the preauthorization will occur automatically if you post the picking list or packing slip. You also can 

use Functions > Preauthorize to preauthorize the credit card before sending the order to the 

warehouse for picking or packing.  

 

Figure 15: Preauthorizing a sales order 
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After the preauthorization is complete, a dialog box is displayed that shows you the result of the 

preauthorization.  

 

Figure 16: Dialog box showing the results of the credit card process 

You can view the details of the preauthorization by clicking Inquiries > Credit card authorization 

history on the Sales order form.  

 

Figure 17: Credit card authorization history 

Every attempt to preauthorize or authorize a transaction is stored for the order and displayed on this 

form. If a transaction is declined or you are having difficulties with the network connection, you will be 

provided additional information on the dialog box shown in Figure 16 and on this form in the 

description column.  
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Processing a preauthorization with card verification values enabled 

If card verification values are enabled, the card verification value form will be displayed when you use 

Functions > Preauthorize to preauthorize a card. The value is checked for a valid length of three digits 

for Visa, Master Card, and Discover and four digits for American Express. If blank card verification 

values are not allowed, it will only allow the preauthorization to be performed when a value is entered. 

 

The form uses the card verification value settings for the customer to determine if card verification 

values must be entered. If the settings have not been selected for a customer, it will use the setting 

entered in the Credit card processor form. 

Processing an authorization  

Credit cards are authorized when the invoice is posted. There are three ways to post invoices that will 

process the credit card: 

 Sales order 

 Sales pickup 

 Warehouse Shipment 

Sales order 

The credit card is authorized automatically when you post the invoice from the sales order form. The 

dialog box shown in Figure 16 will appear when the credit card has been processed. An additional 

entry will be added to the credit card authorization history, noting the actual amount charged to the 

credit card. 

 

Figure 18: Credit card authorization history 
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Sales Pickup (Will Call) 

A new form has been added to the Inventory > Common forms menu called Sales pickup. This form 

will show all orders that have a mode of delivery in either the sales order header or detail lines that was 

set up with a Pickup service type. You can also select the All service types check box to display all 

orders. 

 

Figure 19: Sales pickup form 

The form provides basic information about the sales order. The counter person can generate a packing 

slip and create invoices from this form in the same way that you can through posting in a sales order. 

Additional refresh buttons are provided so that the counter person can quickly refresh the list with only 

the orders that have not been invoiced. 
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The Credit card tab allows the counter person to select a credit card for the customer when they arrive. 

The credit card must exist on the customer’s account. It cannot be entered in this form. When the 

invoice process is initiated, the credit card is authorized and, if the card is accepted, the invoice process 

is completed. If the card is declined, the process is stopped and a dialog box is displayed with the 

decline information.  

 

Figure 20: Sales pickup form – credit card tab 
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Warehouse management 

An additional button has been added to the Shipment form for credit card processing. The Process 

shipment button will be active when you have used a credit card on an order. Customers using these 

payment types often want an invoice included in the box. The Process shipment button initiates the 

invoice posting process, printing the invoice, and validating that the invoice can be posted. If a credit 

card is involved, the credit card is processed. However, the invoice process will be stopped if the credit 

card is not accepted. 

 

Figure 21: Shipment form 

Creating a payment journal 

After a credit card is processed, a payment journal is creating using the payment journals defined in the 

credit card processors form. The credit card amount is settled against the invoice and the transaction is 

posted to the payment journal.  

Partial shipments 

When a partial shipment is invoiced, the entire preauthorization is canceled and the credit card is 

processed for only the amount of the partial invoice. Another preauthorization is then requested for 

the amount remaining on the sales order. This cycle continues until the entire order has been invoiced. 

Changing providers from Authorize.Net to Payment Services for Microsoft 

Dynamics ERP 

You are allowed to select only one active credit card processor when using Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

However, you can change credit card processors from Authorize.Net to Payment Services for Microsoft 

Dynamics ERP, and Microsoft Dynamics AX will automatically process the existing Authorize.Net 

transactions through Authorize.Net using the settings that were previously entered in the Credit card 

processor form. This allows you to process existing sales orders that have already been preauthorized 

while processing new orders in Payment Services for Microsoft Dynamics ERP. To make this transition, 

follow these steps: 
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a) Install both KB979304_SYP and KB979304_HFXA. 
b) Sign up for Payment Services online. 
c) Set up the Payment Services settings in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 to use that service. 
d) Start using Payment Services for your new credit card transactions. 
e) Finish processing your old credit card transactions with Authorize.NET. 
f) When all old credit card transactions have been processed, turn off the Authorize.NET 

connection. 
 

Batch processing 

Invoices that include credit cards can be posted using a batch. The batch log will include the same 

information about the success or failure of the credit card that is shown in the dialog box shown in 

Figure 16.  

Merging sales orders 

During posting, you are allowed to merge sales orders into a single invoice based on the invoice 

account in those orders. The standard behavior for this process is to use the payment terms found in 

the first order for an invoice account will be applied to all orders. That behavior is used for credit cards 

as well.  

If the first order has a credit card on it, all the merged orders for the invoice account will be 

consolidated into a single invoice and the entire amount will be charged. The preauthorization for the 

first order will be used to process the card and all preauthorizations for the remaining merged sales 

orders will be voided. If the first order for the invoice account does not have a credit card on it but the 

remaining merged orders do have a credit card, then the credit cards on those orders will not be used 

and all preauthorizations will be voided. 

Refunds 

You can process refunds using the Credit note functionality in Microsoft Dynamics AX. When you 

create a credit note for a sales order that contains a credit card, the credit note is created and the 

credit card information is obtained from the original sales order. Microsoft Dynamics AX recognizes 

that the credit note is a refund and it processes the credit card transaction as a refund. You cannot 

process a credit note as a refund unless the credit note is generated from an existing sales order. This 

feature is only support in PSMD. 

Voiding an authorization 

After you have preauthorized an amount, you may want to void that preauthorization. For example, a 

customer may want to cancel the order. In addition, customers might change their minds and decide to 

use another payment method.  
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You can void a preauthorization by changing the payment term. When you change the payment term, 

the dialogue box shown in Figure 22 will appear. Click OK to void the preauthorization. You must 

always perform this step before deleting a sales order as well. 

 
Figure 22: Voiding preauthorizations 

Carrier issues 

Not all credit cards will be approved the first time that they are processed. Orders that have issues with 

a credit card can be displayed in a form called Credit card issues that can be found under the Accounts 

receivable > Inquiries. The form will contain only orders that have been declined at least once and were 

not approved in a later attempt to process them. 

 

Figure 23: Credit card issues 

Intercompany processing 

Credit cards can be used in intercompany orders. When intercompany orders are automatically 

invoiced, the credit card is authorized during the invoice process. If the credit card is declined, the 

entire intercompany invoice posting will be stopped as if there was a posting failure. The order will 

need to be invoiced again after the credit card issue is solved. 
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Technical Information  

The credit card processing feature is a framework for credit card processing. In this section, we provide 

more detail about the development approach and issues for the feature. 

The credit card processors records are created when you open the credit card processor form for the 

first time. The settings for which processor are active and the payment journals are stored a table called 

CreditCardProcessors. 

Each credit card processor has unique requirements for how you must connect to them and process 

the credit card transactions. Due to these requirements, the settings for each processor are stored in 

separate tables. 

PSMD communicates with Microsoft Dynamics AX using three DLLs that are installed during setup.  

 Microsoft.DynamicsOnline.DOClientProxy.dll 

 Microsoft.DynamicsOnline.DOClientProxy.PaymentService.dll  

 Microsoft.DynamicsOnline.DOClientProxy.UserManagement.dll 

The URLs needed by Microsoft Dynamics AX to communicate with the PSMD web service and PSMD 

web pages for signup and account management are stored in a table called CreditCardMicrosoftSetup.  

Authorize.Net (ADN) 

ADN communicates with Microsoft Dynamics AX using the HTTPS protocol. Responses received back 

from ADN are expected by Microsoft Dynamics AX to be returned in a comma separated values format 

(CSV). You can select the setting for CSV on the Authorize.Net account management site in the security 

settings section that is named Direct Response 

The settings required to communicate with ADN are stored in a table called CreditCardADNSetup.  

Security 

There are two tables for this feature that require additional security. The CreditCardProcessorsSecurity 

table stores the Windows Live ID password for PSMD and the transaction key for ADN. The 

CreditCardCustNumber table stored the credit card numbers that were entered through the credit card 

wizard. These tables also use the table permissions framework (TPF) to limit access.  

Although the AOS and the Admin user are the only users that can access the Microsoft Dynamics AX 

database when it is installed, use of SQL Server Encryption capabilities will be necessary to further 

restrict access to the two tables. Specifics about the SQL Server solution will be provided in the 

Dynamics AX Security Hardening Guide. 

To reduce the possibility of obtaining credit card numbers on the network, all Microsoft Dynamics AX 

code that processes the full credit card number is executed on the AOS.  
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Error Messages 

There are several types of error messages that can occur. If the error message is returned by the credit 

card processor, such as “Decline” or “Invalid login”, then the error message will be displayed in a dialog 

box and included on the Credit card transaction history form. If there are network issues or more 

serious failures that are not returned by the credit card processor, Microsoft Dynamics AX will attempt 

to determine the most probable cause and display that error in a dialog box. Additional error 

information will be included on the Credit card transaction history form. 
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Appendix A 

Information provided in Level 2 and Level 3 data support  

Level 2 
 Microsoft Dynamics Payment Service information Microsoft Dynamics AX information 

Order Date Purchase order date 

Order Number Purchase order number 

Invoice Date Invoice date 

Invoice Number Invoice number 

Order description Customer reference 

Summary Commodity Code Not provided 

Merchant Contact Contact  

Merchant Tax ID Company tax registration number 

Merchant Type Not provided 

Purchaser ID Customer number 

Purchaser Tax ID  Customer tax registration number 

Ship to City Ship to city 

Ship to County Ship to county 

Ship to State/Province Code Ship to state/province code 

Ship to Postal Code Ship to postal code 

Ship to Country Code Ship to country code 

Ship from City Ship from city 

Ship from County Ship from county 

Ship from State/Province Code Ship from state/province code 

Ship from Postal/Zip Code Ship from ZIP/postal Code 

Ship from Country Code Ship from country code 

Discount Amount Total discount for the order 

Handling charge Handling charge 

Duty Amount Not provided 

Freight Amount Freight amount 

Is Taxable Yes, if taxes were calculated 

Total Tax Amount Total taxes for the invoice 

Total Tax Rate Average tax rate 

Merchant Name Name (company information) 

Merchant Street  Company street 
Merchant City  Company city 
Merchant State  Company state 
Merchant Country Code  Company country 

Merchant County  Company county 
Merchant Zip  Company postal code 
Misc Charge Amount Misc charge amount 

Misc Charge Type Misc charge type 

Tax Rate Average tax rate 

Tax Amount Amount calculated for the sales tax 

Tax Description  Tax description  

Tax Type Identifier Alternate tax 

Requester Name Customer name 
Total Amount Total invoice 
Purchase Card Type Unknown (default) 

Amex Legacy Desc 1 Not provided 

Amex Legacy Desc 2 Not provided 

Amex Legacy Desc 3 Not provided 

Amex Legacy Desc 4 Not provided 
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Level 3  

Microsoft Dynamics Payment Service information Microsoft Dynamics AX information 

Item Sequence # Blank 

Item Commodity Code Commodity 

Product Code Item number 

Product Name Item description 

Product SKU Item number 

Item Descriptor Item description 

Unit of Measure/Code Unit 

Unit Price Unit price 

Line Item Discount  Discount amount 

Line Item Discount Rate Not provided 

Item Quantity Quantity 

Misc Charge Amount Misc. charge amount 

Misc Charge Type Misc. charge type 

Line Item Net Total Net amount 

Line Item Tax Amount Total tax amounts on this line 

Line Item Total Amount Total amounts on this line 

Line Item Tax Rate Not provided 

Cost Center  Dimension 

Merchant Catalog Number Item number 

Merchant Tax ID Company tax registration number 

Tax Categories Applied Not provided 

Freight Amount Freight amount 

Handling Amount Handling amount 

Carrier Tracking Number Tracking numbers 

Pickup Address Ship from street  

Pickup City Ship from city 

Pickup State Ship from state/province code 

Pickup ZIP Ship from ZIP/postal Code 

Pickup Country Ship from country code 

Pickup County Ship from county code 

UNSPSC Code Not provided 

Pickup Datetime Pickup date and time 

Pickup record number Not provided 

Carrier Shipment number Tracking number 

Tax Rate Tax rate used to calculate the tax 

Tax Amount Amount calculated for the sales tax 

Tax Type Description Description of the sales tax code 

Tax Type Identifier Alternate tax 
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This document is provided “as-is.” Information and views expressed in this document, including URL and other Internet Web site references, may 
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Some examples depicted herein are provided for illustration only and are fictitious.  No real association or connection is intended or should be 

inferred. 

This document does not provide you with any legal rights to any intellectual property in any Microsoft product. You may copy and use this 

document for your internal, reference purposes. You may modify this document for your internal, reference purposes.  
© 2011 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved 

Microsoft, the Microsoft Dynamics Logo, Microsoft Dynamics, and Windows are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft 

Corporation or Microsoft Development Center Copenhagen in the United States and/or other countries. Microsoft Development Center 

Copenhagen is a subsidiary of Microsoft Corporation.  

Microsoft Dynamics is a line of integrated, adaptable business management solutions that enables you and your 

people to make business decisions with greater confidence. Microsoft Dynamics works like and with familiar 

Microsoft software, automating and streamlining financial, customer relationship and supply chain processes in 

a way that helps you drive business success. 
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